The evolution and physics of the common envelope (CE) phase are still not well understood. Jets launched from a compact object during this stage may define the evolutionary outcome of the binary system. We focus on the case in which jets are launched from a neutron star (NS) engulfed in the outer layers of a red giant (RG). We run a set of three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of jets with different luminosities and inclinations. The luminosity of the jet is self-regulated by the mass accretion rate and an efficiency η. Depending on the value of η the jet can break out of the BHL bulge ("successful jet") and aligns against the incoming wind, in turn, it will realign in favour of the direction of the wind. The jet varies in size and orientation and may present quiescent and active epochs. The inclination of the jet and the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, only slightly affect the global evolution. As the accretion is hypercritical, and the specific angular momentum is above the critical value for the formation of a disk, we infer the formation of a disk and launching of jets. The disks' mass and size would be ∼10 −2 M and 10 10 cm, and it may have rings with different rotation directions. In order to have a successful jet from a white dwarf, the ejection process needs to be very efficient (η ∼0.5). For main sequence stars, there is not enough energy reservoir to launch a successful jet.
INTRODUCTION
The common envelope (CE) phase is an important stage of binary systems. Even though it is short in span (t 10 2 − 10 4 yr; see, e.g., Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1979; Igoshev, Perets & Michaely 2019) , it is a key part of the evolutionary channels which lead to transitory and highly energetic astrophysical phenomena (THEAP), for example, some supernovae (SNe) (Chevalier 2012; Postnov & Yungelson 2014) , long gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) (Brown et al. 2007; Ramirez-Ruiz & Lee 2009 ), short GRBs (Vigna-Gómez, et al. 2020 ) and gravitational waves (Abbott et al. 2016) .
During a CE phase one of the stars in a binary engulfs its companion (Paczynski 1976) . Due to mass transfer and orbital decay (because of energy and angular momentum loss) the orbital separation decreases up to a point in which a THEAP may be produced (we refer the reader to Ivanova et al. 2013 for a review of the CE phase). In this E-mail: diego@astro.unam.mx paper, we focus on the case in which the star is a massive red giant (RG) and the engulfed member is a neutron star (NS). As Postnov & Yungelson (2014) point out, this may be the result of the evolution of two massive ZAMS stars (10-20 M and 10-16 M ) in a binary system in which the most massive of the two becomes a RG and transfers several solar masses to the companion through Roche Lobe overflow (RLOF, Jones 2020), or through wind-RLOF (Mohamed & Podsiadlowski 2007; El Mellah, Sundqvist & Keppens 2019) and explodes as a SN leaving behind a NS. A key point in the evolution of this particular system is that the SN does not break the binary system. Later, the companion becomes a RG, expands beyond its Roche Lobe (RL), and engulfs the NS in a CE.
The CE has been followed by many analytical (Rasio & Shapiro 1991; Iben & Livio 1993; Han et al. 1994; Terman, Taam, & Hernquist 1994; Regős & Tout 1995; Armitage & Livio 2000; Sandquist, Taam, & Burkert 2000; Papish, Soker, & Bukay 2015; MacLeod, et al. 2017b ), as well as numerical studies (Taam, Bodenheimer & Ostriker 1978; Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1979; Bodenheimer & Taam 1984; Livio & Soker 1988; Rasio & Livio 1996; Sandquist et al. 1998; De Marco et al. 2003; Lombardi, et al. 2006; Ricker & Taam 2008; Taam & Ricker 2010; De Marco, et al. 2011; Passy et al. 2012; Ricker & Taam 2012; Nandez et al. 2014; MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015a,b; Kuruwita et al. 2016; Ohlmann et al. 2016a,b; Pejcha, Metzger & Tomida 2016; Iaconi et al. 2017; MacLeod, et al. 2017a; Ohlmann, et al. 2017; Chamandy, et al. 2018; Grichener et al. 2018; Chamandy, et al. 2019a,b; Fragos, et al. 2019; Prust & Chang 2019; Reichardt, et al. 2019a,b; Glanz & Perets 2020; Prust 2020) , nevertheless, many open questions remain unanswered. The dominant processes in the evolution and termination of the CE, for example, are not yet fully understood, and many mechanisms have been proposed (e.g., the αCE −λ formalism, van den Heuvel 1976; gamma formalism, Nelemans et al. 2000; recombination energy, Nandez, Ivanova & Lombardi 2015; binding energy, Iaconi et al. 2018; tidal forces, Iben & Livio 1993; internal energy, Han et al. 1994; magnetic fields, Regős & Tout 1995; accretion, Voss & Tauris 2003; Soker 2004; nuclear energy, Ivanova & Podsiadlowski 2003 ; dust-driven winds Glanz & Perets 2018; and enthalpy, Ivanova & Chaichenets 2011, amongst others) , none of which have been able to fully describe the evolution and termination of the CE phase (see for example Soker 2013a; Iaconi et al. 2018) . The launching of a jet from a compact object (CO) within the CE is also a possible alternative mechanism in the evolution and termination of this phase (Armitage & Livio 2000; Soker 2004; Chevalier 2012; Shiber, Schreier & Soker 2016; Soker & Gilkis 2018; Gilkis, Soker & Kashi 2019; Schreier, Hillel & Soker 2019; Soker, Grichener & Gilkis 2019; Jones 2020) .
Numerical hydrodynamical (HD) studies of jets within the CE (or in the outskirts) have also been performed (Soker, et al. 2013b; Soker 2014; Moreno Méndez et al. 2017; Sabach, et al. 2017; Shiber et al. 2017; Shiber & Soker 2018; López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez 2019; Shiber et al. 2019) . These show that the effects that jets produce in the CE may be substantial, and may be able to unbind three times as much envelope mass than when no jets are present (Shiber et al. 2019) . We must note that the interaction between the expanding cocoon (formed as a result of the interaction between the jet and the environment) and the CE material would reduce the accretion rate onto the CO. This is termed "negative jet feedback" (NJF, Soker 2016; Soker & Gilkis 2018) , and has been confirmed by numerical simulations (Moreno Méndez et al. 2017; López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez 2019) .
None of the mentioned HD jet studies have focused on whether the accreted mass can form a disk. In order to launch a jet within the CE phase an accretion disk around the stellar companion is necessary. When the companion is a CO, it is likely that the angular momentum of the RL-transferred material will be enough for a disk to form around it. This process, nevertheless, is still not fully understood. Some authors claim that no accretion disk would form due to the low mass accretion rates obtained (MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015a,b), while others find that the mass accretion rate is large enough to possibly produce an accretion disk (Shiber, Schreier & Soker 2016; Chamandy, et al. 2018; Grichener et al. 2018) .
Phases which involve catastrophic mass-loss events (e.g. core collapse SNe, GRBs) may misalign the spins of the binary system members through SNe kicks (Spruit & Phinney 1998; Wongwathanarat, Janka & Müller 2013; Moreno Méndez & Cantiello 2016 ). An alternative route is to consider that the binary system formed in dense clusters, where stellar-companion captures are more likely. In such cases, the orientation of the angular momentum of the COs and the orbit may be misaligned (Banerjee 2018) . Interactions in triple stellar systems (Schreier, Hillel & Soker 2019) , as well as the Lense-Thiring and the Bardeen-Peterson effects (Lense & Thirring 1918; Bardeen & Petterson 1975, respectively) , may also produce misaligned jets. Thus, if one of the member of the binary system were to launch jets within the CE, they may do so with an inclination angle (with respect to the orbital plane).
In this study we follow the interaction between the material that is accreted by the NS, the incoming wind material (due to the orbital motion of the NS within the CE and that we are in the comoving frame), and the jet which is launched from the NS. We run a set of three-dimensional (3D) HD simulations of jets launched with different luminosities and inclination angles. The luminosity is self-regulated according to the mass accretion rate and an efficiency η. We focus on the mass accretion rate and specific angular momentum in order to analyse the possible formation of an accretion disk. Coriolis and centrifugal forces are included, and we follow the models up to approximately a week.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the numerical setup, and the characteristics of each model. In Section 3, we discuss the global evolution, and the mass accretion rate of the vertical jet models. In Section 4, we analyse the effects of inclined jets and the possible formation of a disk. In Section 5, we present our conclusions.
SETUP AND MODELS
We follow the evolution of a self-regulated jet launched from a NS, moving within the envelope of a massive RG in the CE phase using 3D-HD numerical simulations using the code
The initial setup consists of the stellar envelope of a 20-M RG with a mass profile given by Papish, Soker, & Bukay (2015) and a 1.4-M NS orbiting around the centre of mass of the NS-RG system. Unless stated, the setup is akin to that from López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez (2019). We assume a system where no tidal synchronization has occurred, thus the NS moves with Keplerian velocity (v k ) with respect to the CE. The numerical domain covers approximately ∼10% of the CE of the RG (RRG = 3.7 × 10 13 cm) and the orbital separation between the NS and the core of the RG is a = 1.1 × 10 13 cm. We model only the top half of the system. We set the reference system on the comoving frame of the NS, with which the orbital motion of the NS around the RG is reflected by a wind with velocity vw = −v k which is incoming towards the NS. The gravitational effects of the NS were modelled by considering a 1.4 M point mass located at (0,0,a). Table 1 . Initial conditions of the numerical models
The jet is launched from a spherical inner boundary (rin = 10 11 cm) with an inclination angle θi (measured from the polar axis). The luminosity of the jet is self-regulated by the mass accretion rateṀr,in and an efficiency fraction η between 0 and 1 (this is, Lj = ηṀr,inc 2 ). The opening angle and velocity of the jet are set to 15 • and vj = c/3. We keep track of the mass accretion rate and the specific angular momentum of the material that crosses rin (Ṁr,in andJr,in, respectively). Centrifugal and Coriolis forces are included in the calculations. Since general relativistic effects, magnetic (B) field effects, and the self-gravity of the stellar material are negligible (compared to the gravitational, centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and to the ram pressure of the jet, they are not considered. The equatorial plane of the computational domain covers xmin,max = (−2 × 10 12 , 2 × 10 12 ) cm and zmin,max = (9 × 10 12 , 13 × 10 12 ) cm, while the polar axis covers ymin,max = (0, 4×10 12 ) cm ("small" domain). In some models, xmax was extended up to 6×10 12 cm ("big" domain). The equatorial plane has a reflective boundary, except for the jet launching region within rin. The wind is injected from the zy boundary plane at x = xmax. All other boundaries are set with outflow conditions. Six levels of refinement ranging from 7.8125 × 10 9 cm to 2.5 × 10 11 cm are used. The total integration time for all models is 5.51×10 5 s.
We follow a set of self-regulating jet models with different η and θi values (and different domain sizes). We label the models according to whether the jet is launched parallel ("p") or inclined ("i") with respect to the polar axis; the value of η; and whether the domain size is "small" or "big" ("s" or "b", respectively). If the jet is inclined, we also include the angle with which the jet is inclined (in the XY plane). For instance, model i0.02b+45 refers to a jet inclined +45 • , with an efficiency η = 2%, and which is followed in the "big" domain. The label, inclination angle (θi), the plane in which the jet is launched in, the efficiency η, and domain size of each of the models is shown in Table 1 .
GLOBAL EVOLUTION AND MASS ACCRETION RATES

Global evolution
In this section, we describe the outcome of the 3D-HD simulations. (2019) . Due to the BHL accretion, a bulge (termed BHL bulge) is formed, which completely engulfs the NS. Centrifugal and Coriolis forces twist the BHL bulge towards the stellar core.
Once the system achieves a quasi-steady mass accretion rate, the jet is launched from the spherical radius rin (at t=2×10 5 s). For our setup, we find that models with enough ram pressure (η 0.02) are able to drill through the BHL bulge producing "successful" jets, while in models with smaller ram pressure efficiency jets are choked. An interesting feature in low-η models is that the jet may be able to break out of the bulge and then may be forever quenched 1 . The dynamical evolution of the successful jets can be described as follows (see Figure 1 showing density map slices for model p0.05b):
i) The self-regulated jet is able to drill through the BHL bulge and is subject to the NJF mechanism (which is consequence of the unsteady mass accretion rate onto the NS Soker 2016). Due to the NJF, the jet power, size, and direction varies as a function of time. Panel a of Figure 1 shows how the jet with η = 0.05 (model p0.05b) is able to break out of the bulge. The jet has a density of order ∼ 10 −9 g cm −3 . During its propagation, the jet remains mostly vertically aligned, and reaches y ∼10 12 cm after ∼10 4 s. The environment and the jet material are shocked by the forward and reverse jet shocks, respectively. Hot material in the postshock region expands laterally forming an extended cocoon. The cocoon for model p0.05b (with ∼ 10 −8 − 10 −7 g cm −3 ), expands smoothly over the stellar envelope of the RG and reaches a radius of ∼10 12 cm.
ii) For the successful jet models, the jet is first pushed against the wind due to the pressure of the bulge, then the jet is pushed versus the incoming wind (i.e. in the laboratory frame the jet will align in favour with the direction of the orbital motion of the NS). As this happens, the jet continues presenting the variability in power and direction mentioned in i). Meanwhile, the cocoon expands smoothly over the domain. Panel b of Figure 1 shows how the jet of model p0.05b is pushed against the wind and how the cocoon has reached y ∼ 3 × 10 12 cm and x ∼ 1.5 × 10 12 cm.
iii) At some moment, due to the winds ram pressure, the successful jets are realigned with the wind (against the direction of the orbital motion of the NS in the laboratory frame). This is due to the ram pressure of the wind overpowering that of the jet. The cocoon expands further out. Meanwhile, the jet continues to present variability, alternating phases in which it is temporarily quenched with phases in which the jet is re-energised. The latter is the consequence of fluctuating periods in which the mass accretion (and hence the powering of the jet) varies noticeably. If the power drops noticeably, so will its ram pressure, and thus, the jet may be temporarily choked. When the mass accretion increases again the jet power may, again, be enough for the jet to reemerge. Panel c of Figure 1) shows the moment at which the jet of model p0.05b has just re-surged for the third time. Its cocoon has expanded up to y > 4 × 10 12 cm x ∼ 2×10 12 cm (which for this mass ratio and orbital separation is comparable to the RL of the NS).
iv) The jet variability and the quiescent/active epochs continue as the cocoon stalls. Panel d of Figure 1 shows how the cocoon has stalled around ∼ 2 × 10 12 cm.
Jets with larger efficiency than η = 0.05 will be less deflected by the bulge and the wind, moving nearly vertically across the environment with less variability and depositing less energy in the CE (although enough to remove the envelope, see Moreno Méndez et al. 2017) .
The inclusion of the Coriolis and the centrifugal forces produces a shift in the alignment of the tail of the BHL bulge. In our models the bulge shifts by ∼ 4 × 10 11 cm towards the centre of the stellar core of the RG (compared to when such forces are not taken into account). Since the properties of the bulge (density, pressure, bulk thickness, bulk length, and bulk height) are not affected, and rin is engulfed by the BHL bulge whether such forces are accounted for or not, thus, we find that the evolution of the jet through the CE is not affected noticeably by the Coriolis nor the centrifugal force. To exclude numerical artefacts due to the domain size, we also ran an akin model of p0.05b, but in the smaller domain (model p0.05s). The evolution of the bulge, jet, and cocoon were basically the same as that in the big domain. The variable jet from model p0.05s followed the i)iv) steps mentioned previously, with three quiescent periods, and with similar temporal mass accretion rate and specific angular momentum.
Mass accretion rates
In this section, we present the mass accretion rates crossing the spherical radius rin (Ṁr,in) of the models where the jets are launched vertically. Before the jet is launched the quasi-steadyṀr,in isṀr,in ∼10 25 g s −1 . If we compare it with the corresponding BHL mass accretion rate (Ṁ BHL ), we find that the mass accretion rate isṀr,in ∼ 0.1Ṁ BHL which is in accordance with previous studies (Beckmann et al. 2018; Ricker & Taam 2008 MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015a,b; MacLeod, et al. 2017a; Moreno Méndez et al. 2017; Chamandy, et al. 2018; Gilkis, Soker & Kashi 2019; López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez 2019; Soker, Grichener & Gilkis 2019; Reichardt, et al. 2019a; Xu & Stone 2019) . In our case, the diminished mass accretion rate is due to the density gradient present in the RG (see Edgar 2004 for further discussion). Figure 2 shows theṀr,in of all the models as a function of time. From this figure, it is clear that if the jet is not able to drill through the bulge, the accretion rate remains basically constant (≈ [1.7−2.1]×10 25 g s −1 ; note that these two curves are superimposed on one another). Meanwhile, if the self-regulated jet is able to drill through the BHL bulge, the mass accretion rate will initially diminish by about a factor of two, and will then present variable behaviour. The mass accretion rate may diminish as much as an order of magnitude, but may also achieve a maximum rate 50% larger than the chocked jet cases. TheṀr,in of the successful jet models varies between ∼ 2 × 10 24 g s −1 and ∼ 2.1 × 10 25 g s −1 . The obtained mass accretion rates are consistent with those from previous studies in which the r-process may ensue (Gilkis, Soker & Kashi 2019; .
The variable behaviour of the accretion rate is due to the NJF mechanism, and is consistent with that found in López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez (2019). Larger η values produce a larger NJF mechanism, and thus, larger variabilities in theṀr,in. The variable accretion rate behaviour of the successful jets is present throughout the entire integration time and is independent of the η value and of the domain size (as theṀr,in of models p0.05b and p0.05s are in general within 1% of each other. The Eddington mass accretion rate for a NS isṀ Edd ∼ (10 18 g s −1 )(M/1M )(0.1/ ), i.e. ∼ 7 orders of magnitude lower than the mass accretion rate obtained in our simulations (see Figure 2 ). The Eddington limit applies when the accretion is spherically symmetric (i.e. Bondi accretion Bondi 1952) ; when this is not the case, as in BHL, accre- 
INCLINATION EFFECTS AND DISK FORMATION
Inclination effects
In this section we analyse the effects that jets launched with an inclination angle produce in the CE. As mentioned in the introduction, several processes (catastrophic mass loss events, interactions in dense cluster, Lense-Thiring and the Bardeen-Peterson effects) may interfere with the alignment of angular momentum vectors of a binary system. Thus, the spins of the stellar components and the orbital plane may be different. This will especially be likely if tidal synchronisation has not been achieved before the CE phase (as we are assuming in this study). Otherwise, the wind would likely have a velocity closer to zero (if tidal synchronisation were fully achieved) rather than (negative) Keplerian velocity, and we would need to consider Bondi accretion as opposed to BHL accretion. In order to understand the effects that inclined jets produce in the outflow evolution, we ran simulations with the same conditions as those from the successful jet model p0.02s, with the jet launched with an inclination angle of 45 • against or in favour of the wind (models i0.02b+45 and i0.02b-45, respectively) in a big domain.
The global morphology of the inclined jet models and their possible disk creation is not modified by the launching angle. The representative epochs are the same as those mentioned in Section 3.1 for the successful jets launched with no inclination angle. The main differences reside in the times at which each of the mentioned stages come into play. The jet from model i0.02b-45 (and i0.02b+45) for example, was pushed against the wind until t 4.0×10 5 s (t 3.88×10 5 s) when it was realigned with the wind, and was choked in four (three) different occasions. For both inclined models, the cocoon stalled at x ∼ 2 × 10 12 cm.
As for the global evolution of the system, the jetlaunching angle does not significantly affect the mass accretion rate obtained at rin. In Figure 2 we see that the value ofṀr,in for the inclined and successful jets resembles that of the vertical successful jet models. The mass accretion rate of the inclined jets will initially diminish by about a factor of two once the jet drills through the BHL bulge and will then present a variable behaviour. Then, the inclined jet models haveṀr,in ∼ 10 25 g s −1 , and compared to the vertical jet models may reach smaller or higher rates (from ∼ 2.0 × 10 24 g s −1 up to 4.5 × 10 25 g s −1 ). The mass accretion rate variable behaviour of the inclined jets is present throughout the entire integration time.
Disk formation
In this section we discuss whether the accreted material may form an accretion disk inside rin. We note that the presence of an accretion disk is a key ingredient in order to launch a jet as the accretion may be accompanied by polar outflows. The introduction of a density gradient in the CE profile (as well as Coriolis and centrifugal forces) allows for angular momentum to be introduced to the flow, which in turn opens the possibility for the formation of a disk around the embedded companion . We must note that the most well supported energy extraction mechanisms in order to launch jets involve the presence of an accretion disk around the compact object. It can either be due to energy extraction from a rotating accretion disk with a frozen magnetic field (Blandford & Znajek 1977; Blandford & Payne 1982 ) 2 , or the extraction from neutrino annihilation produced in an accretion disk (Popham et al. 1999) .
Since the triggering of the jet is far from the scope of this study, we limit our analysis to the possible formation of an accretion disk once it has crossed the inner boundary. In order to analyse the possible formation of a disk we study whether the material around rin has tangential velocities which are comparable to v k . The Keplerian velocity at rin is v k = 4.3 × 10 7 cm s −1 . In Figure 3 we present the equatorial velocity magnitude map (normalised with respect to v k ) for models p0.05b, i0.02b+45, and i0.02b-45 at 5.51×10 5 s (the velocity field, and density isocontours are also indicated). For the three models, a large fraction of the material that surrounds rin have both a tangential component and v v k around rin, suggesting that independently of the launching angle of the jet, a disk may form around rin (or inside of it).
To form an accretion disk, the specific angular momentum must be equal or larger than the critical valuė Jcrit = √ GMR (being M the mass of the NS, and R the radius of interest). Thus, the specific angular momentum to form a disk at rin isJcrit,in = 4.30 × 10 18 cm −2 s −1 , and at the surface of the NS isJcrit,NS = 1.51 × 10 16 cm −2 s −1 . Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution of the absolute value of the specific angular momentum that crosses the inner boundary 3 ( J r,in ) for the vertical and inclined-jet models (upper and lower panels, respectively; the values ofJcrit,in andJcrit,NS are also indicated).
The specific angular momentum of the unsuccessful (or quenched) jet models is J r,in ∼ 1-2 × 10 18 cm −2 s −1 (∼ 2-3×10 18 cm −2 s −1 ) and has one rapid dip-rise at ∼ 3.0×10 5 s (∼ 2.6 × 10 5 s). The specific angular momentum of the successful jets vertically launched ( J r,in ∼2-4×10 18 cm −2 s −1 ) reaches larger values that that of the non-successful jets. The inclined jet models values are similar to the vertical jet models but grasps even larger values (model i0.02b-45, for example, reaches ∼ 4×10 18 cm −2 s −1 at 4×10 5 s). The sudden dip-rise corresponds to the moment in which the overall direction of the material that crosses rin changes. Such spin changes are produced when the self-regulated jet are noticeably reduced (or choked) and re-surge. In some models the material surrounding rin may present none or more than one spin change (see for example models p0.02s; and p0.05b, i0.02b+45, respectively). Unlike previous studies which state that the formation of an accretion disk in the CE is rare or transitory , our results suggest that accretion disk will form independently of the ram pressure, or the inclination angle of the jet. Regardless of the parameters used in our study, and the domain size 4 , the J r,in is within a fraction ofJcrit,in (or two orders of magnitude aboveJcrit,NS). The specific angular momentum obtained with our simulations is consistent with the one obtained by MacLeod, et al. (2017a) . Hence, we infer that the material that crosses rin will form an accretion disk around the NS (since J r,in ≥Jcrit,NS). Assuming angular momentum conservation, from the values we obtain we find that a disk will be formed at a radius of about 10 10 cm. In some cases, as that for model i0.02b-45, a transitory disk may form around rin. Also, we find that there is a mild anti-correlation between the mass accretion rate and the specific angular momentum. This is due to the fact that when high angular momentum is present the material will take longer to accrete.
Since the binding energy of the envelope is ∼ 10 49 erg s −1 (López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez 2019) and the jet luminosity in our study is of order ∼ 10 43 erg s −1 , the jet would require approximately 10 6 s to 4 The J r,in of models p0.05s and p0.05b are in general within ±50% of each other.
stop the CE phase. Thus, we estimate that the mass of the disk would be approximately 10 −2 M which is in accordance with previous studies (see, e.g., , for the case without a jet).
Finally, we notice that the equations of hydrodynamics can be re-scaled by considering proper relations between the physical quantities (the domain size, the velocity, and the integration time). In particular, if we keep the mass of the compact object fixed, the results of the simulations will be valid if we consider the local Keplerian velocity (v k,l ) for the velocity of the wind, and if the domain is rescaled by a factor ∝ 1/v 2 k,l . Thus, the results obtained can be generalised to get a disk radius r disk ∼ (10 10 cm)(a/10 13 cm) 1/2 (with a the orbital separation).
CONCLUSIONS
Jets launched from a CO in a CE may play a key role in the evolution of the system, and may be an efficient removal channel for the material of the CE. Thus, in this paper, we follow the interaction between the material that is accreted by NS, the incoming wind material (due to the orbital motion of the NS within the CE and that we are in the comoving frame), and the jet which is launched from the NS (including the formed cocoon). Apart from the global dynamical evolution of a jet (and its correspondent cocoon) through the CE, we examine the effects produced by inclined jets, as well as the possible formation of a disk.
We follow a set of 3D-HD simulations in which the jet may be launched with different luminosities and launching angles. The luminosity of the jet is self-regulated by the mass accretion rate and an efficiency η. The Coriolis and centrifugal forces are included, and we follow the models for up to approximately a week. We focus on the the mass-and specific-angular-momentum accretion rates in order to analyse the possible formation of an accretion disk. The simulation domain covers approximately ∼10% of the CE of a 20 M RG, and we model only the top half of the system. We assume that the jet is launched from a 1.4 M NS orbiting around the centre of mass of the RG with Keplerian velocity. The simulations are done in the reference frame co-rotating with the NS.
Independently of the luminosity or the inclination angle of the jet, the specific angular momentum is above the critical value in order to form an accretion disk at a radius of about 10 10 cm around the NS. In some cases, we find that a transitory disk may form around 10 11 cm. The final mass of the disk will be of order 0.04-0.06 M .
The general evolution and morphology of all the jets (inclined or not) which are able to break out of the BHL bulge mainly follows four stages. These are: i) Depending on the η efficiency value the jet may be able to drill through a previously formed BHL bulge. Due to the NJF mechanism the jet will present variable behaviour (in power, size, and direction) throughout this and the next stages. The environment and the jet material are shocked by the forward and reverse jet shock respectively and form a cocoon which expands smoothly over the CE. ii) The successful jet is pushed against the wind due to the pressure of the bulge. iii) The jets are realigned with the direction of the incoming wind (due to the ram pressure of the wind overpowering that of the jet). The jets may present quiescent and active epochs. This is due to the alternation of periods of mass accretion in which the ram pressure of the jet may be quenched and may later re-surge. iv) The jet quiescent and active epochs continue as the cocoon stalls. The η and inclination angle will affect the moment in which they come into play, as well as the amount of jet choking and re-surging epochs. The latter depend on the efficiency of the accretion to ejection process (i.e. η) and on the inclination angle of the jet. We must note that the inclusion of the Coriolis and centrifugal forces does not bring new important effects as the overall results are consistent with prior studies of jets launched from NS within the CE but where the extra forces were not considered (Moreno Méndez et al. 2017; López-Cámara, De Colle & Moreno Méndez 2019) .
For the choked jets the mass accretion rate is ∼ 20% of the BHL accretion rate. The successful jets have mass accretion rates which oscillate close to ∼ 2-40% of the BHL rate. In our case the low mass accretion rates obtained are due the presence of density gradient in the CE profile, and are consistent with previous BHL accretion numerical studies.
The inclination of the jet modifies the time at which the previously mentioned stages of the global evolution (iiv) will come into play. Also it may produce a larger range of mass accretion rate. Nevertheless, we find that inclined jets do not substantially affect the global evolution nor the mass-accretion rate when compared to vertically-launched jets.
There is a mild anti-correlation between the mass accretion rate and the specific angular momentum. Also, the angular momentum that crosses the inner boundary may change its overall sign randomly with time, we expect to get disks formed by rings with alternate rotation directions. This will lead to shearing between different layers of the disk, which in turn, will produce heating and loss of angular momentum in these regions. As the shearing regions approach the NS, the jet will vary drastically its power.
The variable behaviour of the jets and the active/dormant epochs may produce vortices in the CE. The latter effect, along with the recombination energy Ivanova et al. 2013) , may play a role in terminating the CE phase (Schreier, Hillel & Soker 2019) .
Our simulations assume that the companion is a NS (engulfed in a massive RG). Nevertheless, our results can be generalised to WDs or main sequence stars as the jet dynamics is mainly governed by its ram pressure (Pram = ρjv 2 j ∝ Mjvj ∝ ηṀavj). Assuming that the velocity of the jet is the escape velocity from the companion (vesc ∝ M/r), and considering the minimum efficiency to get a successful jet (in our case η = ηNS 0.02), we obtain that for a WD engulfed in the CE, the mass-accretion-to-jet-ejection process needs to be very efficient ( 25 times more than for the NS case, i.e. η ηNS RNS/RWD 0.5) in order to get a successful jet in the outer layers of the CE. For main sequence stars, there is not enough energy reservoir to launch a successful jet. This is a consequence of the lower binding energy (∼ 10 5 times less) available in less compact stars.
We note that we do not follow the evolution of the full system (i.e. the jets in both hemispheres) and that we are neglecting the effects due to the opposite jet and cocoon which will not be symmetric for the inclined jet models. Future simulations and studies are necessary in order to fully understand the latter effects, as well as the the disk formation, stability, and shearing effects; the accretion/ejection process; and the possible termination of the CE phase via jets within CEs.
